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EVOLUTION

Engage Others
In order to reach the full potential of new designs, the solutions must be shared with 
audiences outside your core design team.  Depending on the outcomes that you hope 
to achieve with your solutions, you may need to pitch your concept, engage partners, or 
share your story.  Choose a method for engaging that will support your end goals.

 30–60 min

  Interaction

   2–4 People

DIFFICULT Y

    

THIS GETS YOU 
An audience-specific 
way to engage others 
with your design 
challenge.

EXAMPLE

Though several months of community planning sessions were 
already completed on the The Castle Complex Redesign 
Initative in Kaneohe Hawaii, the team created a series 
of outward facing mini-design charrettes to gain further 
input the larger community. The team wanted to assess 
community interest, test the resonance of ideas for their 
trending direction, and engage the larger community in the 
implementation phase.To reach this larger audience, the team 
held one of the public outreach session and design charettees 
was held at the local Windward Mall. This allowed them to 
have a dialog with the larger community about the proposed 
chances at Castle High, and they were able to get more 
feedback, but also investment from the community.  
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EVOLUTION

Share Your Story
Stories are the most powerful way to communicate the experience of the design 
process. Craft a story that can be shared broadly.

Collect memories 
With your team, spend time recollecting the experi-
ence of this process. Remember favorite moments, 
surprising encounters and the most challenging 
days. Take notes on Post-its.

Build a narrative 
Create a story about your experience. Use the 
prompts below to structure your thoughts. 
 
Create an overview:

»  What challenge did you start out with?

»  Who was part of the team?

»  What partners did you integrate?

»  What needs did you find out about?

»  How did you respond to what you learned? 

»  What experience did you create?

Talk about interesting experiences:

» What was the most surprising thing you learned 
while looking for inspiration?

» What was your most absurd brainstorm idea?  
The most creative prototype? 

Share your impressions:

» Which moments of the experience were  
most rewarding?

» Which part of the process was most di�cult? 

Use photos to illustrate your story.

Spread your story 
Consider various methods of sharing your story. 
Create materials that help your team members 
communicate the story. Craft an email that can be 
forwarded. Write a short description that can be 
integrated in a letter to parents or an article for the 
school’s website. 
 

KEEP IN MIND 
Adapt your story based 
on which audience you 
are telling it to. What 
would you tell your 
headmaster? What do 
you want parents to 
take away from it? How 
would you present this 
to the school board?

EXAMPLE

Teachers at Ormondale Elementary School created a 
Guide to Investigative Learning in order to share the 
method of teaching inspired by their Design Thinking 
activities with new faculty joining the school.

EXAMPLE

Albemarle School District brought their design brief to the table when discussing the 
redesign of their school libraries. Having done their own user research and having gained 
new empathy for their students’ need, the librarians were able to generate interesting 
ideas that neither consultant nor division central staff nor architects had considered. The 
district says that in some ways, this project has turned the tables so that the architects 
don’t come in as the experts but as the listeners. The librarians and teachers led the 
architecture design discussions armed with the voice of their users. They were able to 
help bridge the gap between those who design for them to enable them to understand the 
unique nature of today’s learner as well as the distinct characteristics of their own schools’ 
needs. For example, the librarians helped shift the architects’ mindset from a paradigm 
of building large architecturally important circulation desks anchoring librarians’ to their 
desks, to understanding the needs of today’s librarian based on flexible circulation and 
integration of today’s research technology.
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EVOLUTION

 30–60 mins

  Interaction

   3–5 People

DIFFICULT Y

    

THIS GETS YOU  
A network of designers 
who can offer advice or 
serve as a sound-
board with your own 
challenges

KEEP IN MIND 
The best way to deepen 
your understanding and 
comfort with design 
thinking is through 
tackling new chal-
lenges. Every time you 
complete the process, 
you will learn something 
new. 

Build a Community
A design network can support the deepening of your practice as a designer. Build a 
community where you can share experiences and get advice on your own challenges. 

Build a network  
Invite colleagues, experts, and friends to participate 
in your design community. Participants may be 
experts or novices in Design Thinking but should 
include people you feel comfortable sharing new 
ideas and frustrations with.

Plan check-ins 
With your network, agree upon frequency, location, 
and timing of your visits. Checking-in can be virtual 
or in-person but must be scheduled. Use the meeting 
dates to help create your own deadlines. 

Learn over time 
By now you’ve probably completed at least one 
design challenge. A deeper understanding of Design 
Thinking can only come from repeated use of the 
process. Define a new design challenge and lever-
age this design community to enable you to make 
greater impact with your solutions.

EXAMPLE

Eager to invigorate his work, David Rothauser at New Design High School in NYC saw an 
opportunity to draw on the collective expertise of the diverse faculty he worked with. He 
formed the Beehive Group, in order to have a professional development team which could 
contribute thinking to each other's classroom challenges. Beehive sessions are seeded 
with challenge topics, such as HMW provide personalized instruction for students? The 
Beehive structure is framed by an iterative design cycle, which builds in time for teachers to 
provide feedback and support for one another's projects. 

New Design High School has built brainstoming teams into their school structure. When 
asked about outcomes of experience David says, “Teachers learned that the group is more 
powerful than the individual mind. This was exciting to witness.” 
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